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Synchrotron x-ray diffraction studies of the structural properties
of electrode materials in operating battery cells
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Hard x rays from a synchrotron source were utilized in diffraction experiments which probed
bulk of electrode materials while they were operatingin situ in battery cells. Two technologically
relevant electrode materials were examined; anAB2-type anode in a nickel–metal–hydride cell and
a LiMn2O4 cathode in a Li-ion ‘‘rocking chair’’ cell. Structural features such as lattice expansio
and contractions, phase transitions, and the formation of multiple phases were easily observ
either hydrogen or lithium was electrochemically intercalated in and out of the electrode mater
The relevance of this technique for future studies of battery electrode materials is discus
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!03127-0#
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There is considerable technical interest in the behav
of electrode materials in operating battery cells. It is ther
fore surprising that most experimental data collected on b
tery cells to date is indirect, even thoughin situ x-ray dif-
fraction experiments on the surfaces of electrodes ins
operating cells were first done over 30 years ago.1 Much of
the difficulty in characterizing electrochemical systemsin
situ arises because most probes cannot penetrate the
rounding electrolyte and cell container materials efficient
In battery systems where the bulk of the electrode incorp
rates hydrogen or lithium, however, an extra difficulty occu
because the probe must penetrate the entire electrode
ume. This is because it is desirable to determine whethe
phenomena arises from the passivation layer which accr
on the electrode surface or from the incorporation of t
hydrogen or lithium into the bulk. One solution to this ex
perimental problem is to use neutrons as a probe, since t
are highly penetrating.2 The main problem with this tech-
nique is that neutron beam access and fluxes are limited
one cannot readily perform experiments under all the diffe
ent conditions that can occur in an operating battery cell.

In this letter, we present the results ofin situ x-ray dif-
fraction experiments utilizing hard x rays from a synchrotro
source. We demonstrate that this technique has great prom
in battery research through experiments performed on t
technologically relevant electrode materials; anAB2 anode
in a nickel–metal–hydride cell and a LiMn2O4 cathode in a
Li-ion rocking chair cell. Structural features such as lattic
expansions and contractions, phase transitions, and the
mation of multiple phases were easily observed in operat
electrochemical cells. Future structural studies should lead
insights on the origins of a variety of phenomena, such as
mechanisms of over-discharge/over-charge damage to
electrode, activation processes, and the effects of elem
substitution, for example.

The experiments were performed at a bending mag
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port at the National Synchrotron Light Source, X27-A. Th
beam line was configured with no mirrors or other x-ra
optical components upstream of the hutch, so the entire sp
trum or x rays emitted from the synchrotron ring was ava
able for experimental studies. The key aspect of the expe
mental apparatus is a monochromator utilizing a bent Si~111!
crystal operating in a Laue~transmissions! geometry. This
monochromator design is relatively new;3 before these stud-
ies it had been used exclusively by the medical group at
National Synchrotron Light Source. The samples we
mounted in a transmission geometry on a two circle gonio
eter, and a LiF~200! crystal was used as an analyzer. Th
x-ray energy was set at;24.5 keV~l50.505 Å!, an energy
where the x-ray penetration depth through nickel–meta
hydride alloys is typicallyl;50mm, and somewhat more for
the Li-ion electrode materials. With samples that arez50.5
nm thick andl550 mm, the x-ray beam is attenuated by
factor of e2z/ l;1025 in transmission through the sample
but we show below that with the high flux available at
synchrotron source, a reasonable counting rate is still obta
able. We emphasize that experiments performed in a tra
mission geometry probe the bulk of the electrode material.
contrast, the penetration depth into a nickel–metal–hydr
alloy would typically be;1 mm if a more conventional con-
figuration ~8 keV x rays scattering in a reflection geometry!
were used. Thus, the passivation layer at the surface of
electrode will often dominate the signal in conventional sy
chrotron x-ray diffraction experiments.

The electrochemical cells used in this study were diffe
ent for each electrode material studied. We briefly descr
the nickel-hydride cell construction here; a more detailed d
scription is given in Ref. 4. Sheets of nickel-metal-hydrid
anode and carbon cathode material were mounted on
cm35 cm plates with a radiation grafted polyethylene
polyamide felt separator between them. Both electrodes w
immersed in 6 molar KOH electrolyte solution contained b
a Plexiglas casing sealed with o-rings. For the LiMn2O4 cath-
ode study, a cell with approximate dimensions 2 cm3 3cm
3 0.5 mm was manufactured by Gould electronics in a ma
6/69(2)/194/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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ner similar to commercial lithium-ion cells. A carbon anod
and a proprietary nonaquaeous electrolye were utilized. T
cell was sealed at the facory, and x-ray diffraction expe
ments were performed on itwith no modifications.

In most secondary battery cells, a number of irreversib
changes occur during the first few charging cycles. Examp
of such phenomena include the formation of passivation la
ers on the electrode surfaces, and the fracture of gra
within the electrodes. The process where a fresh cell
cycled until most irreversible changes stop occurring
called activation. In the present experiments, both cells w
cycled/activated before x-ray diffraction studies were pe
formed. The nickel–metal–hydride cell cycled ten time
with a charging current of 4 mA and a discharging current
3.5 mA. The cell was intentionally overcharged by;20%
during this procedure, and the potential ranged from;0.7 V
to ;1.4 V. The lithium-ion cell was cycled/activated be
tween 2.6 and 4.3 V five times.

We first consider the LiMn2O4 cathode. This material is
a promising candidate for use in the next generation
lithium ion rocking chair batteries since it is stable in ai
easy to prepare, environmentally friendly, and considera
cheaper than the cathode materials currently in commer
use. There have been many structural studies5 of LiMn2O4

but, to the best of our knowledge, only the measurements
Ohzuku, Kitagawa, and Hirai5 were performedin situ, and
these were done on a laboratory cell with a lithium–me
anode. In contrast, a rocking chair cell with a carbon ano
comparable to commercial lithium-ion batteries was exa
ined here. Figure 1 shows a 2u scan taken when the cell was
charged to 2.25 V. We have indexed the LiMn2O4 peaks
visible in Fig. 2 to a cubic cell~space groupFd3m!; the
other peaks labeled in Fig. 1 arise from copper, aluminu
binding materials, and the electrolyte. Scattering peaks fr
the carbon anode arenot easily discernible in Fig. 1. For
example, the~002! carbon peak should be at 2u;8° at this
x-ray energy. The electron density of carbon is too small a
the anode material too disordered to allow this peak to

FIG. 1. 2u scan taken on a LiMn2O4-carbon cell when it was charged to
2.25 V. Peaks arising from aluminum, copper, binding materials, and
electrolyte are labeled. The rest of the indexed peaks are from
LiMn2O4 cathode material.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 2, 8 July 1996
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readily observable in this data set. We emphasize that t
intensity of the largest LiMn2O4 peak, the~111! in Fig. 1, is
;12 000/s even though the cell was examined underin situ
conditions. This counting rate is in fact comparable to thos
typically obtained inex situexperiments on a conventional
x-ray source. On the other hand, extraneous diffraction pea
and a diffuse background from the electrolyte and extern
cover of the cell can also be seen. The diffuse scattering
particularly large in the range of 5°–8°, but even at 2u angles
greater than 20° the background intensity is;500/s. Unfor-
tunately, this background hinders detailed structural analy
somewhat, but it is unavoidable when performingin situ ex-
periments.

An example of the structural information that can easil
be obtained with this technique is illustrated in Fig. 2. Her
2u scans taken through the LiMn2O4 ~511!, ~333!, ~440!, and
~531! peaks are presented@the ~440! peak is partially ob-
scured by an aluminum peak at 20.3°#. The data have been
offset from each other for clarity, and they show the evolu
tion of these peaks as the cell was discharged from 3.90~top
scan! to 2.94 V~bottom scan!. During cell discharge, Li ions
move out of the carbon anode and into the LiMn2O4 cathode.
Although the small electron density of Li prevents one from
directly observing Li intercalation peaks, the underlyin
LiMn2O4 lattice changes as Li is incorporated in the interca
lation process. The data in Fig. 2 confirm this scenari
where analysis of the peak positions shows that th
LiMn2O4 lattice constant expands from 8.03 to 8.18 Å as th
cell is discharged, thus demonstrating that the Li intercal

the
the

FIG. 2. Some 2u scans showing the evolution of the LiMn2O4 ~511!, ~333!,
and ~531! peaks as the cell is discharged from 3.90 to 2.94 V. The~440!
peak atu;20.3° also evolves, but it is obscured by the aluminum~220!
peak.
195Thurston et al.
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tion process has been directly monitored. Our data also sh
that two cubic phases with different lattice constant valu
coexist in the transitional voltage range; we discuss this a
other Li intercalation phenomena in LiMn2O4 electrodes in a
subsequent publication.

We next consider theAB2 nickel–metal–hydride mate-
rial Zr0.5Ti0.5V0.5Ni1.1Mn0.2Fe0.2. This particular alloy com-
position was chosen for this demonstration experiment b
cause it exhibits only one phase~hexagonal C14 Laves! in its
unhydrided state.6 The signal rate from more complicated
multiphase nickel–metal–hydride materials will be comp
rable, however. Figure 3 shows 2u scans taken at various
charge states of the cell. In the bottom scan the cell is d
charged, in the second scan it is partially charged, and in
top scan it is fully charged.AB2 peaks and peaks arising
from the electrode binder material have been indexed in
scans. We emphasize that the intensities of the stron
AB2 peaks in Fig. 3 are;30 000/s, so experiments on
nickel–metal–hydride electrode materials can be routine
performed using this technique. As expected, theAB2 unit
cell volume expands dramatically~;16%! on hydrogen
charging. Examination of the relative intensities of the~112!,
~201!, and ~004! peaks in the fully charged and discharge
states also shows that the underlying metal lattice struct
has been modified in accommodating the hydrogen.

In the scan taken on the partially charged state in Fig.
the structure is too disordered to index all of the peak
Nonetheless, we tentatively identify six of the peaks with t
~110! and~103! peaks of three hexagonal phases with diffe
ent unit cell volumes. Interestingly, one of these coexisti

FIG. 3. Some 2u scans taken on anAB2 nickel–metal–hydride cell at vari-
ous charge states. Only one phase is present when the cell is fully charge
discharged, but in the partially charged state multiple phases with differ
hydrogen concentrations coexist.
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phases has lattice constants larger than those of the ph
present when the cell is fully charged. In experiments whe
hydrogen gas is charged into this material, the partial
charged state typically exhibits two phase coexistence b
tween high-hydrogen-densitya8 and low-hydrogen-density
a structures. Our data on the partially charged state is simi
to the gas phase data in some but not all respects. The
ferences in behavior have probably arisen either from ma
roscopic inhomogeneities in this particular electrode samp
or from the presence of a distribution ofAB2 grain sizes
coupled with finite size effects.

The data presented above show that the bulk structu
properties of electrode materials can be measured in ope
ing electrochemical cells with hard x rays. We summariz
here the advantages and disadvantages of the technique.
two major disadvantages are that the low electron density
hydrogen and lithium prevents one from monitoring th
structural state of these key elements directly, and that t
background signal from the electrolyte, binders, and oth
miscellaneous cell materials can be relatively large. The la
ter problem is unavoidable in anyin situ scattering experi-
ment on operating battery cells. The former problem can
circumvented if necessary by performing complementa
neutron diffraction studies. On the other hand, there a
unique advantages to using this technique. The experime
are easily performed, have a rapid data collection rate, a
the design requirements for suitable electrochemical cells a
relatively lax. Considering that there have been very fe
studies of the microscopic structural properties of operatin
electrodes to date, this technique should play a vital role
future battery research.

We wish to thank J. B. Hastings and D. P. Siddons of th
NSLS beam line Research and Development group for ma
ing available generous amounts of beam time on X27A. Th
work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy und
Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016.
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